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ABSTRACT
This thesis introduces CoMoTo - the Collaboration Modeling Toolkit - a web-
based application that expands and enhances well-known software similarity
detection system. CoMoTo is an end-to-end data management, analysis, and
visualization system intended to assist instructors of programming courses
to monitor student collaboration, both licit and illicit.
In this thesis, I will first discuss two use cases that foreshadow CoMoTo’s
broad utility in student code analysis, not only for plagiarism detection, but
also for investigating early student coding styles, and for evaluating software
similarity detection systems, themselves. I will then present a case study
in which the MOSS similarity detection system was used to examine stu-
dent source code in an introductory data structures course. Next, CoMoTo’s
interface will be discussed, which was designed to facilitate scrutiny of col-
laboration data projected along student, course, assignment, etc. attributes,
and touch on the interactive visualization of pairwise similarity measures via
a dynamic graph. Lastly, I also elaborate on the details of CoMoTo’s imple-
mentation and give a developers guide for future maintenance on the project.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
As educators, we spend countless hours adapting our interactions with stu-
dents so as to maximize learning, and yet we still have very little insight into
the way students work and the way they think when we are not there. In
this thesis I will describe CoMoTo – the Collaboration Modeling Toolkit –
a web-based software similarity visualization and analysis tool we have de-
veloped with the goal of adding value to the output from well-known source
code similarity detection systems. Such systems have become an important
tool in Computer Science education. While they are most commonly used
in programming courses to detect plagiarism, a deeper analysis of code sim-
ilarity reveals common programming styles among students, and even the
sociology of how collaboration networks develop and function within a class.
It is this richer understanding of student work that we achieve via CoMoTo.
The genesis of CoMoTo corresponds to our need to organize and under-
stand software similarity system results when we applied it to student solu-
tions to programming assignments. Course policy allowed constrained and
cited collaboration, so we had an immediate need to assure that the course
policy was being followed, and we wanted to avoid manual scrutiny in favor
of a more complete and reliable evaluation. The output from the system
gave us pairwise similarity measures for each pair of students in the class.
We represented this output as a graph where each node was a student, and
edges between pairs of students existed if their code similarity measure ex-
ceeded some reasonable threshold. This first, primitive implementation of a
graphical visualization of software similarity results revealed that we had an
opportunity to discover much more about student learning. The size of our
course and many semesters of archived student code submissions provided us
with an excellent and challenging testbed within which to develop our ana-
lytical tools. Since then, the software has been packaged into a end-to-end
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system that allows for simple student source code entry, flexible choice of
software similarity detection system, many different projections of the simi-
larity data, and interactive graphical visualizations.
This thesis is organized as follows: This chapter provides the background
necessary to understand CoMoTo, describes related work and briefly de-
scribes two use cases for CoMoTo’s analysis, Chapter 2 is a tour of CoMoTo’s
interface and data flow, Chapter 3 is a technical description of CoMoTo’s
implementation and serves as a developer’s guide for future maintenance on
CoMoTo itself, and Chapter 4 suggests future work and concludes.
1.1 Software Similarity Detection Systems
Numerous similarity detection systems have been described in research lit-
erature. A good survey describing software similarity detection has been
written by Roy and Cordy [1]. Most modern similarity detection systems
begin by converting the source code into a token sequence. Similarity detec-
tion is then accomplished by measuring the similarity of sequences. How this
measurement is performed is the main differentiator among these systems.
YAP [2], JPlag [3] and the Measure of Similarity System (MOSS) [4] from
Stanford all work in this manner. MOSS is perhaps the most widely used
such system and is the tool we began using in our large introductory data
structures course approximately 2 years ago.
There have been several studies published regarding the use of similarity
detection to discover software plagiarism. Prechelt et al [5] report on their
experience using JPlag. In this study, JPlag correctly identified more than
90 percent of the known plagiarism instances while demonstrating acceptable
run-time efficiency. The authors also detail a taxonomy of plagiarism tech-
niques they encountered and the relative success of each. In another recent
study, Wise [6] compares the relative merits of JPlag and YAP. While slower,
YAP was seen as easier to use and arguably more accurate in detecting pla-
giarised code. To our knowledge, there has been no prior published study
regarding the efficacy of MOSS. Moreover, our study differs from the oth-
2
ers mentioned here because we are interested in explaining code similarity,
whatever its cause, rather than focussing strictly on plagiarism.
1.2 MOSS
MOSS employs a local document fingerprinting algorithm called winnowing,
the details of which can be found in [4]. Offered as service a on the Web, the
input to MOSS is multiple sets of source code with each set corresponding to
a distinct program (submitted by a student in our case). MOSS proceeds to
measure the similarity between each program, generating a similarity score
between 0 and 100 for each pair. In our usage, the top 500 most similar pairs
are reported along with highlighting of the similar portions of code. As one
would expect, MOSS is sophisticated and ignores whitespace and naming
differences. It also allows for the blocking of certain parts of the code from
comparison. This is useful if the submitted source code contains boilerplate
or instructor-provided code.
1.3 Use Cases
We anticipate that CoMoTo will be used to answer research questions about
the form and extent of student collaboration in programming courses, and
to investigate the differences between student code, but we would be remiss
if we avoided mentioning its utility in detecting and processing infractions of
academic integrity. This section briefly discusses two case studies that begin
to tell the story of the current and future value of the tool. These exam-
ples should be viewed as a reflective proof-of-concept, rather than rigorous
research.
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1.3.1 Plagiarism Detection
It is a sad truth that too many of our students do not follow our course and
departmental policies on appropriate collaboration. In any given semester,
approximately 25% of CS2 students are flagged by CoMoTo (via MOSS)
for infractions of academic integrity due to plagiarism. Every flagged code
submission is further scrutinized for some piece of convincing evidence, or a
“tell”, which invariably exists. (In the very rare case that a tell cannot be
found, an accusation is not made–that is, we do not solely rely on CoMoTo
to determine plagiarism.) In a class of 100s of students, this translates to
dozens of accusations, which in turn translates into a similar number of 20
minute instructor-student conversations. It is in these conversations where
CoMoTo has a profoundly positive effect on our course.
Early in a typical conversation, after explaining the charges of plagiarism,
our CS2 instructor shows CoMoTo’s graphical visualization of the similarity
measures. Invariably, when a student identifies himself/herself with a node
in the graph that is connected to others in a manner that is disallowed in
course policy, a confession and explanation are forthcoming. Once that step
is out of the way, the meeting moves past the infraction itself and the focus
changes to advising and assisting the student toward a successful completion
of the course. In the past four semesters, only 5 students (of over 100) have
persisted in denying that they cheated, and of those 5, none have formally
protested the penalty assessed against them (typically the loss of a letter
grade in the course).
While it is unfortunate to speak with students in the context of cheating,
anecdotally, the effect of the instructor-student interaction is very positive.
1.3.2 Coding Style
The very first time we applied CoMoTo to a student programming assign-
ment in CS2, we were shocked at how dissimilar student code really is. The
assignment in question was a very simple image manipulation task, wherein
the students were asked to rotate an image by 180 degrees. They used an
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image library to read the bitmap data into a two dimensional array of pixels.
Beyond that, the solution required a pair of nested for loops, some assign-
ment statements to swap pixels, and a call to a library function to write the
data into a new bitmap file. We expected the CoMoTo analysis to cluster all
the students into a complete graph, because we were certain they would all
write the same 20 lines of code. In fact that was not at all the case. Perhaps
due to a fairly loose collaboration policy, there were a few small cliques in
the graph, but most notably, there were very few edges in the graph at all,
for a reasonable similarity measure (30%).
From a pedagogic standpoint, the lack of similarity among solutions in-
dicates that even after taking CS1 the students did not produce idiomatic
code with regards to the language in response to a common programming
problem. It has been argued, by Kernighan and Ritchie [7] among others,
that writing idiomatic code is important from a software engineering stand-
point. Employing shared idioms makes source code more easily understood
and maintained, increasing programmer efficiency and reducing the number
of bugs introduced later in the software life-cycle. Even though our prob-
lem was simple and the code was short, very few students had significantly
matched solutions. This result suggests an area ripe for improvement in our
early courses, and in this case, CoMoTo would be a useful tool for assessing
the effectiveness of new teaching strategies designed to give students a more
common approach to writing fundamental constructs.
Similarity Known Known Possible
threshold collaborations collaborations unknown
found missed collaborations
found
20 59 6 41
30 47 18 4
Table 1.1: Collaborations discovered and missed by MOSS for Machine Problem
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We tested the accuracy of MOSS on the MP6 programs, which as a new
MP had no available solution code from prior semesters. In our experi-
ments, we sought to discover a similarity threshold value which the known
5
collaborations would exceed but for which relatively few potential unknown
collaborations were reported. While we do not discount that some unknown
collaborations may be present, they should be few in number given the rules
governing collaboration (i.e. that it is allowed if reported). As shown in
Table 1.1, our experiments indicate a threshold between 20 and 30 produced
the desired partition. When collaboration is defined as two programs ex-
hibiting similarity scores of 30 or above, MOSS correctly identified 47 of 65
collaborations (about 72 percent) and suggested only 4 unknown collabora-
tions. When the threshold is dropped to 20, 90 percent of the collaborations
are found, but with an increase to 41 potential unknown collaborations re-
ported. Interestingly, for thresholds of 40 and 50 (not shown in the table)
the reported collaborations were identical to those reported for the threshold
of 30. This indicates to us that a threshold between 20 and 30 is indeed
the appropriate criterion, with a value closer to 20 being more conservative
in avoiding false negatives. Overall, we consider the performance of MOSS
to be quite good. It exhibited high accuracy and tight focus in correctly
identifying known collaboration.
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CHAPTER 2
INTERFACE AND DATA FLOW
CoMoTo is designed to be a complete solution for its users, instructors and
course staff members looking to perform automated collaboration analysis on
student submissions from their courses. It does this by wrapping around an
existing source code analysis engine, MOSS, and expands it with additional
capabilities. Given a set of input files, MOSS will generate pair-wise matches
between student source code submissions. CoMoTo is designed to interpret
this data and add deeper analytics into it to allow for further insight into
what is going on in the class. For example, unlike other standard source code
analysis systems, CoMoTo persists all of the computed match data in its
database. This allows the system to compute detailed collaboration histories
on each of the students for which it has data. CoMoTo is also compliant
with all University of Illinois policies for applications handling student data,
including explicit access controls on all stored data as well as a unique suite
of tools only usable by system administrators. When all of these features are
combined together, CoMoTo makes a compelling argument to be used as a
tool in the educational process.
2.1 Data Flow
CoMoTo enhances the basic source code comparison features of MOSS in
several ways. A diagram summarizing the data flow of the system is found
in Figure 2.1.
Through its web interface, CoMoTo facilitates simple data import from
the Subversion [8] version control system, which we use to manage student
programming assignment archiving and submission. This integration in Co-
MoTo is a marked improvement from the original interface to MOSS, and it
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can easily be reconfigured to handle a variety of code collection mechanisms.
CoMoTo also allows for direct import of files directly from an archive such as
a gzipped tarball or a zip file. This way, instructors and researchers can use
the system agnostic of where their files are stored by massaging them into
an acceptable archive format.
Figure 2.1: CoMoTo data flow diagram.
In CoMoTo, all data associated with the MOSS analysis is accumulated,
stored, and maintained in the tool. Code submissions are saved in CoMoTo
until they are explicitly deleted, eliminating the need for repeated source
code import over many analyses. This simplifies comparison of current stu-
dent submissions for a given assignment with student submissions for a same
or similar assignment from past semesters of a given course. Likewise, the
pairwise similarity measures and highlighted code provided by MOSS are
also saved in CoMoTo until deleted by the user, allowing for accurate record
keeping across many offerings of a course. In the current version of the Co-
MoTo database, there are over 18,000 student submissions consisting over
over 100,000 source code files. In addition, there are over 80,000 distinct
MOSS matches that are stored in the system. Using the analytics of Co-
MoTo, users are able to distill and drill into the data in meaningful ways.
CoMoTo projects and filters the MOSS analysis in many different ways.
Initially, the tool parses the output of the MOSS engine partitioning the
pairwise results into a report that indicates whether matching programs were
submitted during the same semester, between different semesters, or option-
ally, whether a program matches an instructor supplied solution. These
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partitioned results can be filtered even farther. For example, users can limit
the display to only show source code matches where at least one of the sub-
missions comes from the current semester, limit the display to only show
matches which meet a minimum threshold for similarity, or limit the display
to only show a specific number of matches for any given student. In addi-
tion, CoMoTo can optionally parse student names from specific meta-data
files which instruct CoMoTo to regard certain groups of students as partners
when running the analysis. This allows instructors to effectively monitor
collaboration when limited group work is acceptable.
2.2 Course Tools
Upon first logging into CoMoTo, the user is presented with a home page that
lists the courses to which he has access as seen in Figure 2.2. Clicking on any
of these courses brings the user to the user course management page. This
allows for the administration of a course from a standard user’s point of view,
as opposed to the superuser course administration which will be discussed
later in Section 2.8.
Figure 2.2: The home page of CoMoTo.
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Figure 2.3: The user-side course management page.
Figure 2.3 shows the page where users can manage a single course. On
this page, they can add offerings of a course to the system to signify that
the course was held during a given term and thusly also used in CoMoTo.
Clicking on an offering brings the user to a page where the user can asso-
ciate sections of the course with it in the system. Offerings are automatically
pulled from the campus course rosters database. This can be seen in Fig-
ure 2.4. Once sections from the university database have been linked to an
offering of a course in CoMoTo, the rosters for that course can be seen as
shown in Figure 2.5 which shows an overview of a class.
10
Figure 2.4: The user-side offering management page.
Figure 2.5: Viewing a roster of a course.
2.3 Student History
CoMoTo offers many advantages over traditional methods of source code
similarity analysis. One of the main benefits is that data is persistent in the
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system and is stored in a relational format which allows for deep analytics on
the data. The persistent and relational nature of the data allows CoMoTo
to generate history views for each of the students in the system. Figure 2.6
and Figure 2.7 show the history page corresponding to a single student. Of
particular interest is the list at the bottom of the screen of all significant
similarity measures associated with that student across all analysis data in
CoMoTo. At a glance, an instructor can tell whether the student consistently
works with the same partner(s) across multiple MPs, or whether he/she vi-
olates course policy, for example.
12
Figure 2.6: The student history view.
13
Figure 2.7: The student history view.
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In addition, on the student history view page we tie into a variety of uni-
versity data sources to give instructors more insight into the student they
are viewing. As seen in Figure 2.6, a photo of each student is shown on the
page which is drawn directly from the university student id card database.
This image allows instructors to tie a name to a face and make connections
that might not have been there in the first place. Also, student information
is pulled directly from the student directory which includes things such as
student email address, mailing addresses, etc as seen in Listing 2.1.
Listing 2.1: An example of student directory information.
1 {’cn’: [’Charles E Meyer’, ’Charles Meyer’, ’Meyer, Charles’,
2 ’chuck Meyer’, ’Meyer, chuck’],
3 ’displayName’: [’Charles E Meyer’],
4 ’eduPersonAffiliation’: [’member’, ’student’],
5 ’eduPersonNickname’: [’chuck’],
6 ’eduPersonOrgDN’: [’o=University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,dc=uiuc,dc=edu’],
7 ’eduPersonPrimaryAffiliation’: [’student’],
8 ’eduPersonPrincipalName’: [’cemeyer2@illinois.edu’],
9 ’givenName’: [’Charles’, ’chuck’],
10 ’labeledUri’: [’http://illinois.edu/ph/www/cemeyer2’],
11 ’mail’: [’cemeyer2@illinois.edu’],
12 ’o’: [’University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign’],
13 ’objectClass’: [’top’, ’person’, ’organizationalPerson’, ’inetOrgPerson’,
14 ’eduPerson’, ’uiucEduPerson’],
15 ’ou’: [’Computer Science’],
16 ’postalAddress’:
17 [’1115 Siebel Center\r\n201 N. Goodwin\r\n201 N Goodwin\r\nM/C 258’+
18 ’\r\nUrbana, IL 61801’],
19 ’sn’: [’Meyer’],
20 ’telephoneNumber’: [’+1 234 567 8900’],
21 ’title’: [’SUMMER GRAD TEACHING ASST’],
22 ’uid’: [’cemeyer2’],
23 ’uiucEduEmployeeType’: [’G’],
24 ’uiucEduFirstName’: [’Charles’],
25 ’uiucEduHomeDeptCode’: [’1-KP-434’],
26 ’uiucEduHomeDeptName’: [’Computer Science’],
27 ’uiucEduLastName’: [’Meyer’],
28 ’uiucEduMailingAddressPhone’: [’+1 234 567 8900’],
29 ’uiucEduMailingAddressPhoneAreaCode’: [’234’],
30 ’uiucEduMailingAddressPhoneNumber’: [’567-8900’],
31 ’uiucEduMiddleName’: [’E’],
32 ’uiucEduModifiedFromRegistry’: [’1337294964371’],
33 ’uiucEduNetID’: [’cemeyer2’],
34 ’uiucEduOfficeAddress’:
35 [’1115 Siebel Center\r\n201 N. Goodwin\r\n201 N Goodwin\r\nM/C 258’+
36 ’\r\nUrbana, IL 61801’],
37 ’uiucEduOfficeAddressCity’: [’Urbana’],
38 ’uiucEduOfficeAddressLine1’: [’1115 Siebel Center’],
39 ’uiucEduOfficeAddressLine2’: [’201 N. Goodwin\\n201 N Goodwin’],
40 ’uiucEduOfficeAddressLine3’: [’M/C 258’],
41 ’uiucEduOfficeAddressStateCode’: [’IL’],
42 ’uiucEduOfficeAddressZipCode’: [’61801’],
43 ’uiucEduPermanentAddress’: [’123 Maple St\r\nFoobar, IL 61801’],
44 ’uiucEduPermanentAddressCity’: [’Foobar’],
45 ’uiucEduPermanentAddressLine1’: [’123 Maple St’],
46 ’uiucEduPermanentAddressPhoneAreaCode’: [’234’],
47 ’uiucEduPermanentAddressPhoneNumber’: [’5678900’],
48 ’uiucEduPermanentAddressStateCode’: [’IL’],
49 ’uiucEduPermanentAddressZipCode’: [’61801’],
50 ’uiucEduPermanentPhone’: [’234 5678900’],
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51 ’uiucEduPhCreateDate’: [’200412’],
52 ’uiucEduRegistryCreateDate’: [’20041201000000’],
53 ’uiucEduRegistryID’: [’fe7afdcddda098183cd210df634d1912e6be7fe1’],
54 ’uiucEduRegistryModifyDate’: [’20120517174844’],
55 ’uiucEduSource’: [’edw-address’, ’edw-demo’, ’edw-employee’, ’edw-job’, ’edw-student-term’,
56 ’edw-telephone’, ’msg-admissions’, ’edw-student-admit’],
57 ’uiucEduStudentDepartmentCode’: [’1434’],
58 ’uiucEduStudentDepartmentName’: [’Computer Science’],
59 ’uiucEduStudentLevelCode’: [’1G’],
60 ’uiucEduStudentLevelName’: [’Graduate - Urbana-Champaign’],
61 ’uiucEduStudentMajorCode’: [’0112’],
62 ’uiucEduStudentMajorName’: [’Computer Science’],
63 ’uiucEduStudentProgramCode’: [’10KS0112MS’],
64 ’uiucEduStudentProgramName’: [’MS:Computer Science -UIUC’],
65 ’uiucEduType’: [’person’, ’phone’, ’student’, ’ews’],
66 ’uiucEduUserEmailAddr’: [’charlie@charliemeyer.net’],
67 ’uiucEduUserUrl’: [’http://charliemeyer.net’]}
2.4 File Import
Many of the operations required to use CoMoTo such as importing files and
running an analysis are run in a wizard format. To import files into the
system, the user is first shown the page as seen in figures 2.9 and 2.8. This
form has many different inputs that must all be filled out by the user to have
CoMoTo function properly. When importing files into the system, each run
of the import wizard creates a file set which is defined by a few characteristics
such as the course it is linked to and what offering of the specified course it
is tied to. To aid the user, for each of the inputs that is required, there is a
help text link which describes exactly must be entered in each of the fields
to have a successful import.
The first required field to be filled out is the name that the set of files
that are being imported will have and should be descriptive of the files that
are being imported. The next field is the course that the files that the user
is importing will be associated with. When a course is selected, the client’s
browser automaticallly fetches a list of offerings for that course using AJAX
and populates the next input. Only offerings that have been added to the
course by the user, an administrator, or another course staff member will be
visible here. To add new offerings, the user go to the home page and click
on the course which the user wishes to add offerings to. The next option lets
the user specify if the import will be from Subversion or from an archive file.
Selecting either one of these options customizes the rest of the page.
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Figure 2.8: The archive import page.
If the user selects to import from an archive file, then a unique set of inputs
are displayed to him as shown in Figure 2.8. First off, the user must select the
archive file to upload. The file formats supported are either a gzipped tarball
or a zip file. The next field is the subdirectory in each students folder inside
the archive file that contains files to import. For instance, if the archive file
has at its root 1 directory per student as required and inside each of those
folders another directory for the particular assignment you wish to import,
for example named MP1, the user would enter MP1 here.
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Figure 2.9: The Subversion import page.
If instead the user selects to import from a Subversion, a different set of
inputs are shown to the user as shown in Figure 2.9. The first field presented
when Subversion is selected is the base URL of the repository which should
be the URL to the root of the repository containing the files the user wishes
to import into CoMoTo. As the user enters the url in this field, a template
will be generated below it indicating how CoMoTo will search the repository
to locate files to import. The next field is the Subversion subdirectory. This
should be the subdirectory inside of the folder of each student that contains
the files the user wishes to import into CoMoTo. As before, updating this
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field updates the template. This is followed by the Subversion revision times-
tamp. By choosing a date and time here, the user can import files from the
SVN repository as they were in the repository at that chosen date and time.
A widget to select the date and time easily appears when the field is clicked,
as seen in Figure 2.10. After a timestamp is selected, all that is left to enter
are the credentials that should be used when exporting from the repository.
Figure 2.10: The SVN timestamp selector.
The first of these fields is the username that will be used followed by the
password to connect with. Once all the fields are filled out, the credentials
must be verified before the import can begin. This is due to the design of
the Python library that CoMoTo uses to perform SVN imports. This will be
discussed in the next chapter. Once the credentials are verified sucessfully,
another button appears which permits the import to begin. When clicking
the button, the page can take a long time to submit and move on to the next
page if the user is importing many files or are importing from a SVN server
not on the same local network as CoMoTo. When running SVN imports,
CoMoTo makes many simultaneous requests to the SVN server to fetch files
using a multithreaded approach, but it can still be a lengthy process if there
are many files in the repository.
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Figure 2.11: The filter files page.
Figure 2.12 shows how a typical user would fill out the first page of the
import wizard to import files directly from a subversion repository. Once
the user proceeds past the first page of the import wizard, CoMoTo does an
initial processing of the files and brings the user to the filter files page, which
can be seen in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.12: The Subversion import page filled out.
The purpose of the filter files page is to allow the user to only import files
into the system that are meaningful. For example, if an instructor provided
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a Makefile for an assignment that all students would have submitted, then
it would not be helpful to include that file in the file set that is created as it
might artifically boost computed match scores later on. The filter files page
has a few options which allow files to be filtered by extension or file name. In
our CS2 course which uses CoMoTo, they find it only useful to filter files by
name because they require students to name their files exactly according to a
specification. In our programmming studio course which also uses CoMoTo
for plagiarism detection, there is no naming convention enforced on students
for their source code files, so filtering by extension of the files is much more
helpful. Files that pass the filter are colored green, while files that will be
excluded by the filter are colored red. This allows the user to visually see
which files will be included in the newly created file set and adjust the filter
as necessary before completing the import wizard.
2.5 Viewing Files
Once files are in the system, they can be viewed at any time by clicking
on the View Files link anywhere in the CoMoTo which brings the user to a
screen like Figure 2.13. This page lists all of the file sets that are currently
in CoMoTo that the user has access to view. This page also has an option
to delete file sets that might have been improperly imported or are no longer
needed. Deleting a file set that has analyses already tied to it will result in
that data also being deleted in a cascading manner. This page also allows the
user to download the files from any particular file set in a variety of formats
as shown in Figure 2.14. Upon picking one of the various formats, the source
code is converted if needed to the desired format then packaged in a zip file
which is downloaded to the user’s computer. This format is compatible with
the archive import feature if the files need to be imported again in the future.
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Figure 2.13: The listing of all file sets.
Figure 2.14: Downloading a file set in a variety of formats.
Upon clicking on a file set to view, another page is shown similar to Fig-
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ure 2.15 which displays all of the files in a particular set. This view distin-
guishes the files by student that submitted them for ease of use. This page
also allows the user to download the files from any particular student in a
variety of formats as previously mentioned.
Figure 2.15: Viewing a particular file set.
Clicking on a particular file will present the user with a screen that shows
the file for the user to inspect similar to Figure 2.16. This page shows the
source file with syntax highlighting if CoMoTo has a lexer able to highlight
it. It is also displayed with line numbers and information such as the file set
it originated from and the name of the student who submitted the file. It
also provides a link to view that student’s history page as mentioned earlier
as well as download the file in the same formats as previously mentioned.
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Figure 2.16: Viewing a particular file.
2.6 Analysis Creation
Like file import, analysis creation is also acheived in a wizard format. Once
the user enters the wizard by clicking on the Create Analysis links, they
are greated with the first page of the sequence as seen in Figure 2.17. This
page allows the user to select which course they want to run an analysis on.
Usually only one course will be displayed, but there is a chance that users
might be associated to several courses. All access on data is controlled by
an explicit security and permissions system which will be discussed in a later
chapter.
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Figure 2.17: The first page of the analysis wizard: selecting a course.
Once a course is selected, the user is presented with a screen where they
need to select the sets of files that will be used the the MOSS analysis that
they will be creating as seen in Figure 2.18. A file set is a group of files that
were imported together using the import wizard. The interface is a simple
drag and drop where the user selects each set they want in the analysis from
the list of available sets on the left and drags it to the container on the right.
File sets with titles in italics are file sets designated as solutions by the in-
structor when they were imported. Once the user has selected which file sets
he or she wants in the analysis, the continue button must be pressed which
will bring the user to the next step in the wizard.
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Figure 2.18: The second page of the analysis wizard: selecting file sets.
The next page of the analysis creation wizard is similar to the previous one
in terms of the interface, except that this page is for selecting the base file
sets. Base file sets are those which contain source code files whose contents
should be excluded from calculated matches. Figure 2.19 shows an image of
this screen.
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Figure 2.19: The third page of the analysis wizard: selecting base file sets.
The next page of the import wizard is to create an assignment as seen in
Figure 2.20. In the CoMoTo model, an assignment is a high level object which
has lower objects linked to it such as a MOSS analysis. This model allows
for expandability in the future as I am currently investigating how to inte-
grate other analysis engines such as JPlag. An assignment has a name, which
should be but does not necessarily have to be unique. In addition, an assign-
ment has a programming language tied to it. The available language choices
are c, cc, java, ml, ocaml, ruby, pascal, ada, lisp,
scheme, haskell, fortran, ascii, vhdl, perl, matlab,
python, mips, prolog, spice, vb, csharp, modula2,
a8086, javascript, plsql, verilog, tcl, hc12, asm. This
language choice impacts which lexer is used by the analysis engine when do-
ing similarity detection.
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Figure 2.20: The fourth page of the analysis wizard: creating an
assignment.
The last page of the import wizard, as seen in Figures 2.21 and 2.22 is to
set the options that will be supplied to the MOSS analysis engine. This page
is mostly just a listing of previously established inputs given by the user ear-
lier in the wizard, but allows for two inputs including the maximum number
of matches that a student will appear in which sets the maximum number of
times a given passage of code may appear before it is ignored. A passage of
code that appears in many programs is probably legitimate sharing and not
the result of plagiarism. With this option set to N, any passage appearing
in more than N programs is treated as if it appeared in a base file (i.e., it is
never reported). This option can be used to control MOSS’ sensitivity. When
set to 2, MOSS reports only passages that appear in exactly two programs.
If one expects many very similar solutions (e.g., the short first assignments
typical of introductory programming courses) then using a setting of 3 or 4
is a good way to eliminate all but truly unusual matches between programs
while still being able to detect 3-way or 4-way plagiarism. With 1000000
(or any very large number), MOSS reports all matches, no matter how often
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they appear. This setting is most useful for large assignments where one
also a base file expected to hold all legitimately shared code. There is also
an input for computing the maximum number of matches that MOSS will
compute.
Figure 2.21: The fifth page of the analysis wizard: setting MOSS options.
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Figure 2.22: The fifth page of the analysis wizard showing a Facebox help
tool tip.
2.7 Analysis Viewing
Once an analysis has completed, the user is taken to a page listing all of the
analyses that have been run in CoMoTo that have not been deleted. This
page can also be reached by clicking on the View Analysis link on the left
sidebar or top navigation bar anywhere in CoMoTo. This can be seen in
Figure 2.23. This page also offers the ability to delete analyses that are no
longer needed as well as link directly to the interactive visualization as dis-
cussed below for each given analysis where possible.
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Figure 2.23: The listing of all completed analyses.
One of the most central views in all of CoMoTo is page where an anal-
ysis can be viewed as seen in Figures 2.24 and 2.25. Figure 2.24 shows an
overview of what the analysis view looks like. The matches are displayed in
3 categories:
• Solution Matches
• Cross Semester Matches
• Same Semester Matches
Solution matches are those calculated matches that match an explicitly
defined instructor supplied solution, same semester matches are those that
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appear between students in the same semester of the course, while cross
semester matches are those that appear between students that took the
course during different offerings of the course. There are floating links in
the lower left corner of the page while allow for easy navigating between
the different categories of matches. Matches are ordered by the score that
the analysis engine has calculated for each match in descending order. Each
match lists each of the two students involved in the match, as well as links to
see the details of the match, email the students in the match, and download
the match.
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Figure 2.24: Viewing an analysis.
There is a wide range of available filtering and analysis options in addition
to the simple listing of matches, as shown in Figure 2.25. By expanding the
analysis information section, the user can see which filesets were included and
what lexer was used. By expanding the filter section, the user is presented
with a variety of options. The first is to prune the analysis to one semester.
(This is not a destructive operation, just a filtering option.) An analysis
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can also be filtered so that only matches with a score above a threshhold
are displayed. Lastly, an analysis can be filtered so that a student will only
be included in a certain number of matches. In this case, a match will be
displayed only if:
• Either student in the match must appear in less than the lower bound
set
• Neither student in the match can appear in more than the upper bound
set
Solution matches are excluded from this filter and as with all other filtering
options, this operation does not modify the data in CoMoTo, only how it is
displayed.
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Figure 2.25: Viewing an analysis filtering options.
The other expandable section of the view analysis page is the histograms.
An example of a histogram can be seen in Figure 2.26. The histograms al-
low for an easy overview of how the match scores were distributed for each
analysis. The histogram shows not only the number of matches with given
scores, but by using stacked bars, it shows the categories of matches for each
of the score thresholds.
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Figure 2.26: An analysis histogram.
(a) Emailing students in a match (b) Exporting a match for download
Figure 2.27: Exporting a match and emailing students
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As mentioned earlier, there are a few capabilities that are available to the
user for each computed match such as the ability to email students found
matching each other as well as exporting the match for download. Figure 2.27
shows the overlays that appear to the user once each of the respective links
are clicked. The option to email students is useful when an instructor or
other course staff member wishes to directly contact the students from Co-
MoTo. CoMoTo also allows the user to download matches for local saving
which is helpful when a user needs to confront the students with evidence
of supposed plagiarism or needs to send evidence onto an academic review
board for further disciplinary action. There is also an ability to anonymize
the downloaded matches. This works by doing text replacements on all of
the downloaded files such that all personal information in the matches is au-
tomatically removed which allows the instructor to comply with the FERPA.
Figure 2.28: The details of a MOSS match.
Lastly, in the view analysis page, there is the ability to view the details of
any of the computed matches. As seen in Figure 2.28, clicking on the details
link will launch a new browser window which shows a side by side source code
comparison where similar chunks of source code are color coded and easily
navagatable. These color coded comparisons are automatically generated by
MOSS as part of its computation of the analysis results. All of these details
pages are stored directly as text blobs in the backend database, so there are
explicit access controls on its accessibility. These same pages showing the
side by side code are the same data that is exported as mentioned earlier.
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2.8 Administrative Tools
CoMoTo has two classes of users: regular users and superusers. Regular
users are considered to be the usual course staff member who perform all the
tasks previously discussed. Superusers have all the same abilities as regular
users, except they have access to all data in the system regardless of the ac-
cess permissions set and also have access to the administrative tools sidebar
which can be seen in Figure 2.29. Each of these options will be discussed
individually below.
Figure 2.29: The available superuser administrative options.
2.8.1 Semester Management
The first superuser administrative option is the ability to manage semesters
in the system as seen in Figure 2.30. Using this page, superusers can easily
update which semesters should be in CoMoTo. Semesters that have been
added on this page are then accessible to regular users when adding offerings
to their courses as discussed earlier in Section 2.2.
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Figure 2.30: Managing semesters.
2.8.2 User Management
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Figure 2.31: Managing users.
When a user with superuser rights clicks on the manager users link, they
are presented with a page that lists all users in the system, as seen in Fig-
ure 2.31. There are two types of regular users in CoMoTo: those which
are enabled and those which are disabled. Users are automatically created
when they first login to CoMoTo, but do not have access to any features of
the application until a superuser enables him. Clicking on a particular user
brings the super user to a page similar to the one seen in Figure 2.32 where a
superuser can edit the courses a given regular user is associated with as well
as give or remove superuser rights from that regular user.
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Figure 2.32: Managing a user.
2.8.3 Course Management
Another option that superusers have is the ability to manage courses. In
Figure 2.33, the initial courses management screen is shown. There are two
main abilities on this page. First, superusers can add courses to the system.
The list of courses to add is automatically populated from the university
database. The other ability on this screen is a listing of all courses in the
system and a sublisting for each course which gives an overview of which
users are associated with each course.
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Figure 2.33: Managing courses.
Clicking on a particular course brings the superuser to a page similar to
the one shown in Figure 2.34. This page allows the superuser to add and
remove users from a particular course. When adding users, they are sepa-
rated into two groups if possible. If the data is available in the university
directory, then CoMoTo will list registered course staff members so they can
easily be added. In addition, all other users in the system are listed as well
in a separate list so that any given user can be added to a given course.
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Figure 2.34: Managing a course.
2.8.4 Automated Updating
As a part of the CoMoTo development process, our team has used the Mer-
curial version control system to version control our source code. To ease the
effort for developers, there is a feature in CoMoTo which integrates directly
with HG. When there available incoming commits to the base repository
that have not been deployed on CoMoTo, an option displays on the CoMoTo
administration section only to superusers which lists the number of incoming
changes yet to be deployed. Once it is clicked on, the new changes are pulled
into the production copy of CoMoTo and the application is automatically
restarted with the new changes deployed. In addition to showing incoming
changes, at the bottom of the application template, deployed revision num-
ber as well as the author of that revision is displayed and can be used for
debugging purposes.
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2.9 Visualization
Finally, all CoMoTo’s analyses are sent to an interactive graphical visual-
ization that allows the instructor to navigate the data from many different
perspectives and configurations. A screenshot is given in Figure 2.35. The
details of the interactive visualization are beyond the scope of this thesis,
but it does allow for easier distillation of similarity data quickly by display-
ing a single analysis with students as node in an undirected weighted graph,
matches as edges between nodes, and edge weights corresponding to the de-
gree of similarity detected in the match.
Figure 2.35: Screen shot of interactive visualization page.
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CHAPTER 3
IMPLEMENTATION AND DEVELOPERS
GUIDE
This chapter of this thesis aims to give the reader a deeper understanding of
the internals of CoMoTo and to serve as a guide to future developers on the
project.
3.1 Framework
CoMoTo was developed using the Pylons web application framework. The
origin of this decision was due to the fact that the precursor of CoMoTo was
a series of shell scripts written in Python. When the decision was made to
go forward and produce a full-fledged web application, we wanted to try to
reuse some of the original code from the shell scripts. By choosing Pylons,
the CoMoTo team was able to port over much of the code that now appears
in the CoMoTo codebase.
3.2 MVC
3.2.1 Models
Models are the M in MVC. In Pylons, models are usually expressed with the
SQLAlchemy database toolkit [9]. In CoMoTo, that is the case, except for a
declarative layer called Elixir [10] was used on top of SQLALchemy to provide
a more expressive and easier means of declaring the models. An example
of the Student model can be seen in Listing 3.1. This model declares
several fields and relations between it and other models in the schema. It
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also overrides several of the basic Python functions such as repr for
representing the model as a String and cmp which allows for comparisons
between models, which is used in the built-in sorting routines.
Listing 3.1: An example model object from CoMoTo.
1 class Student(elixir.Entity):
2 # technically, NetIDs can be changed or recycled,
3 # so we really should be using the student UIN
4 netid = elixir.Field(elixir.String(10), unique=True)
5 submissions = elixir.OneToMany(’StudentSubmission’, cascade=’all’)
6 levelName = elixir.Field(elixir.String(128))
7 programName = elixir.Field(elixir.String(128))
8 givenName = elixir.Field(elixir.String(128))
9 displayName = elixir.Field(elixir.String(128))
10 surName = elixir.Field(elixir.String(128))
11 leftUIUC = elixir.Field(elixir.String(32))
12 dn = elixir.Field(elixir.String(1024))
13 extraData = elixir.OneToOne(’ExtraData’)
14 offerings = elixir.ManyToMany(’Offering’)
15 def __repr__(self):
16 return "<student: netid: %s name: %s >" % (self.netid, self.displayName)
17
18 def __cmp__(self, other):
19 if isinstance(other, Student):
20 return cmp(self.netid, other.netid)
21 else:
22 return cmp(self.__hash__(), other.__hash__())
3.2.2 Views
Templates in Pylons are the V in MVC. The provide the views that the user
sees when they interact with the application. Pylons natively allows a variety
of templating libraries to be used, but for CoMoto, Mako [11] was chosen due
to its ease of use, simple syntax, and relative power to do what was needed
for the application. Mako allows many ordinary Python constructs to be
used in conjunction with some special Mako-defined elements to create a
wide variety of views for the user. It supports conditionals, loops, and easy
access to the helper library and the template context created by Pylons.
3.2.3 Controllers
Controllers are the C in MVC. A controller is the link between a user and the
application. Controllers act as the glue between the models and the views in
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Pylons. When a user makes a request to a specific URL, the application looks
up in its routing dictionary which controller and which of that controller’s
actions correspond to the requested URL. When it is found, that controller
action is executed. The controller action reads input from the user, does
some computation, usually with models, then invokes a particular view and
returns that data back to the user’s web browser. An example of a controller
action can be seen in Listing 3.22.
3.3 API
CoMoTo is designed to be an extensible system. To that end, an API was
developed to allow other users to build tools on top of CoMoTo that can take
advantage of the rich source of information that it contains. Natively, Pylons
supports XML-RPC as a means to expose a remote API interface outside of
the application. CoMoTo utilizes this ability to provide its own API using
XML-RPC. There are a variety of functions available for users to hook their
applications into. The only limitation of the API is that is is read-only, that
is there are only data access functions and no data modification abilities. The
API has been tested using Python’s xmlrpclib [12] and the Apache XML-
RPC library for Java [13]. To use the API, the user must provide the client
or library with a valid UIUC netid and Active Directory password just would
be done if a user was logging into the CoMoTo web interface. The API has
the same access controls on data as the web interface, so a user will only be
able to access data via the API that that user can access via the web interface.
Listing 3.2: A snippet of the API controller.
1 class ApiController(XMLRPCController):
2
3 #http://www.mail-archive.com/pylons-discuss@googlegroups.com/msg06857.html
4 def __call__(self, environ, start_response):
5 # Wrap an exception in an XMLRPC fault
6 try:
7 retval = XMLRPCController.__call__(self, environ, start_response)
8 Session.remove()
9 return retval
10 except:
11 log.debug(traceback.format_exc())
12 Session.remove()
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13 return xmlrpclib.Fault(0, "Application Error")
14
15
16 XMLRPCController.allow_none = True
17
18 def getCourses(self, extra_offering_info=False):
19 """Returns an array of courses for the currently authenticated user.
20 Each element of the array is a struct containing data about each
21 course. If the currently authenticated user is not associated with
22 any courses, an empty array is returned. If the optional parameter
23 extra_offering_info is set to True, then LDAP information from the
24 UIUC AD and a list of student ids in the offering will be returned
25 for each offering if that offering was linked to sections in the
26 directory using the web interface. An XML-RPC fault is sent with
27 the corresponding error message if there is an error condition or
28 a security check failure.
29 """
30 retval = []
31 user = h.get_user(request.environ)
32 for course in user.courses:
33 retval.append(xmlrpcify_course(course, extra_offering_info))
34 return retval
35 getCourses.signature = [[’array’], [’array’, ’boolean’]]
Listing 3.3: A snippet of the API helpers.
1 def __model_list_to_id_list(model_list):
2 retval = []
3 if model_list is None or not isinstance(model_list, list):
4 return retval
5 for model in model_list:
6 if model is not None:
7 retval.append(__safe_property(model,"","id"))
8 return retval
9
10 def __safe_property(obj, default, *args):
11 property = obj
12 if property is None:
13 return default
14 for prop in args:
15 try:
16 property = property.__getattribute__(prop)
17 if property is None:
18 return default
19 except:
20 return default
21 return property
22
23 def get_object_or_none(model, **kw):
24 obj = model.get_by(**kw)
25 return obj
26
27 def xmlrpcify_course(course, extra_offering_info=False):
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28 if not isinstance(course, Course) or course is None:
29 return {}
30 retval = {}
31 retval["class"] = "Course"
32 retval["name"] = __safe_property(course, "", "name")
33 retval["id"] = __safe_property(course, -1, "id")
34 retval["assignment_ids"] = __model_list_to_id_list(course.assignments)
35 retval["user_ids"] = __model_list_to_id_list(course.users)
36 retval["fileset_ids"] = __model_list_to_id_list(course.filesets)
37 retval[’ldap_dn’] = __safe_property(course, "", "dn")
38 offerings = []
39 for offering in course.offerings:
40 offerings.append(xmlrpcify_offering(offering, extra_offering_info))
41 retval["offerings"] = offerings
42 return retval
A part of the source code used to expose the API can be seen in Listings 3.2
and 3.3. This code shown is the basis behind the getCourses API function.
To ensure that the application always returns valid data and does not fail,
there are a variety of sanity and safety checks that are involved in every API
call. These can be seen in the above listings. All data must be ensured to be
present and if it is not, a default value is inserted so that there is no chance
of failure. An example of the type of data returned by the getCourses
API method can be seen in Listing 3.4.
Listing 3.4: An example of the type of data returned by the getCourses
API function.
1 [{’assignment_ids’: [int],
2 ’class’: string,
3 ’fileset_ids’: [int],
4 ’id’: int,
5 ’ldap_dn’: string,
6 ’name’: string,
7 ’offerings’: [{’class’: string,
8 ’course_id’: int,
9 ’fileset_ids’: [int],
10 ’id’: int,
11 ’ldap_dns’: [string],
12 ’semester’: {’class’: string,
13 ’id’: int,
14 ’season’: string,
15 ’type’: string,
16 ’year’: int}}],
17 ’user_ids’: [int]}]
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3.4 Helpers
Listing 3.5 shows a few of the main helper functions written for CoMoTo.
CoMoTo has a wide variety of library functions that support controller ac-
tions as well as common code that was refactored out of several controller
actions so that it could easily be reused throughout the application. The
get object or 404 helper is quite obvious based on its included docu-
mentation. It is used in almost every function in CoMoTo as a safe means
of fetching objects with a valid sanity check attached. Error code 404 is the
HTTP code for object not found. This is commonly displayed by web servers
when a client requests a page that the server cannot find or is unable to serve,
so it is appropriate here to use that same error code.
The get user helper function returns a User model object that corre-
sponds to the currently logged in user in the application. It does this by
reading an environment variable set by Apache [14]. This environment vari-
able, HTTP HTTP X FORWARDED USER, contains the netid of the user that
is logged into CoMoTo using the authentication provided by Apache. If run-
ning locally, as would be the case during development, this variable is not
set, so it is automatically set to be a predetermined netid in this case. The
function then tries to fetch the user from the database and return it. If the
user cannot be found in the database, it is created then populated from the
university directory then the newly created user is returned.
The last three shown helper functions in Listing 3.5 are related to storing
and retieving information from the session. In Pylons, there is an object
related to each user’s logged in experience called the session. The session
contains information such as who the user is, where the user has been, as
well as any artibrary information that the application wishes to place there.
Session information persists between page requests for as long as the ses-
sion is alive (the user is still using the application without being idle for too
long). In CoMoTo, the session is often used to store flash messages which
are displayed to the user on error conditions or likewise, as well as provide
for asynchronous status updates during long running processes such as when
importing files or when running an analysis.
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Listing 3.5: A snippet of a few of the CoMoTo library helper functions.
1 def get_object_or_404(model, **kw):
2 """
3 Returns object, or raises a 404 Not Found is object is not in db.
4 Uses elixir-specific ‘get_by()‘ convenience function (see elixir source:
5 http://elixir.ematia.de/trac/browser/elixir/trunk/elixir/entity.py#L1082)
6 Example: user = get_object_or_404(model.User, id = 1)
7 """
8 obj = model.get_by(**kw)
9 if obj is None:
10 abort(404)
11 return obj
12
13 def get_user(environ):
14 if not environ.has_key(’HTTP_HTTP_X_FORWARDED_USER’):
15 environ[’HTTP_HTTP_X_FORWARDED_USER’] = "cemeyer2"
16 #hack for bluestem auth, where the env variable is of
17 #the form netid@uiuc.edu/kerberos
18 userid = environ[’HTTP_HTTP_X_FORWARDED_USER’].split("@")[0]
19 try:
20 user = User.query.filter_by(name=userid).first()
21 if not user:
22 user = User(name=userid, superuser=False, enabled=False)
23 populate_user_from_active_directory(user)
24 except NoResultFound:
25 user = User(name=userid, superuser=False, enabled=False)
26 populate_user_from_active_directory(user)
27 return user
28
29 def update_session(key, value, unique_id=""):
30 session[key+unique_id] = value
31 session.save()
32 session.persist()
33
34 def get_from_session(key, unique_id=""):
35 composite_key = key+unique_id
36 if session.has_key(composite_key):
37 return session[composite_key]
38 return "Session Key Error"
39
40 def del_from_session(key, unique_id=""):
41 composite_key = key+unique_id
42 if session.has_key(composite_key):
43 del session[composite_key]
3.4.1 Access Control
Access controls are a necessary part of many software applications. Especially
with the amount of sensitive student information that is stored in CoMoTo,
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the requirement of explicit and failsafe access controls is evident. To aid
in accomplishing this goal, a suite of Python decorators and other database
model access checks was developed for use within CoMoTo. This section will
step through each of them and describe its usage and in some cases, present
example uses of that code from the source of CoMoTo.
Listing 3.6: The decorator that checks for an enabled user.
1 def require_enabled_user():
2 def wrapper(func, self, *args, **kw):
3 user = h.get_user(request.environ)
4 if user.enabled:
5 return func(self, *args, **kw)
6 abort(403)
7 return decorator(wrapper)
CoMoTo differentiates basic users into two categories, those that are en-
abled and those which are not. Users are added to the system automatically
when they try to login for the first time or when CoMoTo detects a new
member of a given course staff, but these users are not enabled to have ac-
cess to any portion of CoMoTo. The code seen in Listing 3.6 is a Python
decorator used to detect if a user is enabled or not. The way that decorators
function is that they are passed in a function to be decorated, do some com-
putation, and optionally execute the function depending on the outcome of
the computation. This particular decorator checks if a user is enabled and
if so, will execute the function. If the user is not enabled, it will instruct
CoMoTo to display a 403 error, which is the HTTP code for access denied.
Listing 3.7: An example usage of the enabled user decorator.
1 @require_enabled_user()
2 def __before__(self, controller, action):
3 pass
An example of how this decorator is used can be seen in Listing ??. Py-
lons allows the use of overriding several functions which impact how each
controller functions. The before function can be overriden in a con-
troller and will be executed before any time an action in that controller is
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invoked. By decorating the before function in most controllers, it is
quite easy to place this basic form of access control on most controller ac-
tions. There are a few rare cases where a non-enabled user should be allowed
to perform actions, so in these cases, the entire controller is not placed un-
der the access restriction, but rather just the individual actions within the
controller that need to be controlled are.
Listing 3.8: The decorator that checks for superuser access.
1 def require_superuser():
2 def wrapper(func, self, *args, **kw):
3 user = h.get_user(request.environ)
4 if user.superuser:
5 return func(self, *args, **kw)
6 abort(403)
7 return decorator(wrapper)
As discussed earlier, CoMoTo has two classes of users: basic users and
superusers. Within the application, there are actions that only superusers
should be able to perform. These include things such as adding and remov-
ing courses and managing users. To add this type of access restriction to
these actions, another special decorator was developed in the same style as
the one shown in Listing 3.6 that can be seen in Listing 3.8. This decorator
does the exact same thing as the previous one, except that it checks the
superuser attribute of the current user model object corresponding to the
logged in user. If the current user has superuser rights, then it allows the ac-
tion to proceed. Otherwise, a 403 access denied message is shown to the user.
Listing 3.9: An example usage of the require superuser decorator.
1 @require_superuser()
2 def enable(self, id=None):
3 if id is None:
4 abort(404)
5 user = h.get_object_or_404(User, id=id)
6 user.enabled = True
7 Session.commit()
8 h.send_user_enabled_email(user)
9 redirect_to(controller=’users’, action=’manage_user’,
10 id=user.id)
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An example of how this code is put into action can be seen in Listing 3.9.
This code is the controller action which enables a particular user. The impor-
tant thing to note is how the controller action is properly decorated with the
@require superuser() decorator to ensure that only users with proper
rights will ever be able to perform this action.
Listing 3.10: The assignment access control.
1 def check_assignment_access(assignment):
2 user = h.get_user(request.environ)
3 if user.superuser:
4 return
5 if assignment.course not in user.courses:
6 abort(403)
Listing 3.11: The course access control.
1 def check_course_access(course_id):
2 user = h.get_user(request.environ)
3 if user.superuser:
4 return
5 course = h.get_object_or_404(Course, id=course_id)
6 if course not in user.courses:
7 abort(403)
Listing 3.12: The file access control.
1 def check_file_access(submission_file):
2 user = h.get_user(request.environ)
3 if user.superuser:
4 return
5 if submission_file.submission.fileset.course not in user.courses:
6 abort(403)
Listing 3.13: The file set access control.
1 def check_fileset_access(fileset_list):
2 user = h.get_user(request.environ)
3 if user.superuser:
4 return
5 for fileset in fileset_list:
6 if fileset.course not in user.courses:
7 abort(403)
Listing 3.14: The offering access control.
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1 def check_offering_access(offering):
2 user = h.get_user(request.environ)
3 if user.superuser:
4 return
5 if offering.course not in user.courses:
6 abort(403)
Listing 3.15: The student access control.
1 def check_student_access(student):
2 user = h.get_user(request.environ)
3 if user.superuser:
4 return
5 allow = False
6 for offering in student.offerings:
7 if offering.course in user.courses:
8 allow = True
9 if not allow:
10 abort(403)
The code shown in Listings 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, 3.13, 3.14, and 3.15 are all
basic authorization checks on different model types. For each of the types, the
access check tries to relate that model back to the user through the courses
that they are both linked with. If there is a match, then access is granted
to continue on, otherwise a 403 security error is raised. These access checks
are done throughout the controller actions in CoMoTo as well as within the
API to ensure that proper access restrictions are maintained, especially with
sensitive student data.
3.4.2 LDAP
The integration with university directories is one of the crucial features that
makes CoMoTo a compelling application to use for plagiarism detection.
By working directly with these data sources, CoMoTo is able to provide
much more information to the end user and give deeper insight into what is
happening in the classroom. CoMoTo draws from two main directory sources:
• Active Directory
This source contains course rosters, staff listings, as well as basic stu-
dent enrollment data.
• Campus Directory
This source contains personal student information, such as name, ad-
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dresses, phone numbers, email addresses, and other contact info. An
example of the data stored for a single student can be seen in List-
ing 2.1.
To maximize code reuse and scalability, a single helper utility was written
to interface with LDAP data sources using the Python LDAP library [15].
While this code was originally purposed only for use in CoMoTo, it has been
also generalized for other LDAP purposes in Python. It can be seen in List-
ing 3.16. This code, while at first appears quite confusing, is actually quite
easy to use in practice. Its complexity comes from its design as a singleton
object. This design pattern allows only one instance of the LDAPRunner
object to ever be alive in a given system at any given time, and allow for
its reuse over and over across many different LDAP queries. This class also
contains many helper functions that allow for easy generation of filters for
use in queries. In addition, there are functions to run a usual query or a
paged query. A paged query is used when many (> 100) results are expected
and will fetch results from the remote LDAP server in sets of data called
pages. The paged query function then collects all the results from all the
pages together and returns them all at once, so the end result is no different
to the end user.
Listing 3.16: The LDAP singleton object.
1 class LDAPRunner:
2
3 class __impl:
4
5 def __init__(self, host, directory_host, who, cred):
6 self.host = host
7 self.directory_host = directory_host
8 self.cred = cred
9 self.who = who
10 self.page_size = 250
11
12 def orFilter(self, cn_list):
13 if len(cn_list) == 0:
14 return ""
15 if len(cn_list) == 1:
16 return "("+cn_list[0]+")"
17 filter = "(|"
18 for cn in cn_list:
19 filter += "("+cn+")"
20 filter += ")"
21 return filter
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22
23 def andFilter(self, cn_list):
24 if len(cn_list) == 0:
25 return ""
26 if len(cn_list) == 1:
27 return "("+cn_list[0]+")"
28 filter = "(&"
29 for cn in cn_list:
30 filter += "("+cn+")"
31 filter += ")"
32 return filter
33
34 def notFilter(self, cn_list):
35 if len(cn_list) == 0:
36 return ""
37 filter = "(!"
38 for cn in cn_list:
39 filter += "("+cn+")"
40 filter += ")"
41 return filter
42
43 def get_ldap_host(self):
44 return self.host
45
46 def get_directory_host(self):
47 return self.directory_host
48
49 def run_search(self, search_base, search_filter, attrs=None, **kwargs):
50 host = self.host
51 who = self.who
52 cred = self.cred
53 scope = ldap.SCOPE_SUBTREE
54 if kwargs.has_key("host"):
55 host = kwargs[’host’]
56 if kwargs.has_key("who"):
57 who = kwargs[’who’]
58 if kwargs.has_key(’cred’):
59 cred = kwargs[’cred’]
60 if kwargs.has_key(’scope’):
61 scope = kwargs[’scope’]
62 if host is not self.get_ldap_host() and host is not
63 self.get_directory_host():
64 raise Exception("Invalid host, must use either ldap host or"+
65 " directory host")
66 scope_str = "ldap.SCOPE_SUBTREE"
67 if scope == ldap.SCOPE_BASE:
68 scope_str = ’ldap.SCOPE_BASE’
69 elif scope == ldap.SCOPE_ONELEVEL:
70 scope_str = ’ldap.SCOPE_ONELEVEL’
71 log.debug("running search")
72 log.debug("host: "+host)
73 log.debug("who: "+who)
74 log.debug("base: "+search_base)
75 log.debug("filter: "+search_filter)
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76 log.debug("attrs: "+str(attrs))
77 log.debug(’scope: ’+scope_str)
78 try:
79 conn = ldap.initialize(host)
80 ldap.set_option( ldap.OPT_X_TLS_DEMAND, True )
81 #ldap.set_option( ldap.OPT_DEBUG_LEVEL, 255 )
82 ldap.set_option(ldap.OPT_X_TLS_REQUIRE_CERT,
83 ldap.OPT_X_TLS_NEVER)
84 if host is self.get_ldap_host():
85 result = conn.simple_bind_s(who,cred)
86 else:
87 result = conn.simple_bind_s()
88 result = conn.search_s( search_base, scope, search_filter,
89 attrs )
90 conn.unbind()
91 return result
92 except ldap.LDAPError, e:
93 import traceback
94 log.error("run_search error:")
95 log.error(traceback.format_exc())
96 log.error(str(e))
97 try:
98 conn.unbind()
99 except:
100 pass
101 return []
102
103 #adapted from http://www.novell.com/coolsolutions/tip/18274.html
104 def run_paged_search(self, search_base, search_filter,
105 attrs=None, **kwargs):
106 host = self.host
107 who = self.who
108 cred = self.cred
109 page_size = self.page_size
110 scope = ldap.SCOPE_SUBTREE
111 if kwargs.has_key("host"):
112 host = kwargs[’host’]
113 if kwargs.has_key("who"):
114 who = kwargs[’who’]
115 if kwargs.has_key(’cred’):
116 cred = kwargs[’cred’]
117 if kwargs.has_key(’scope’):
118 scope = kwargs[’scope’]
119 if kwargs.has_key("page_size"):
120 page_size = int(kwargs[’page_size’])
121 scope_str = "ldap.SCOPE_SUBTREE"
122 if scope == ldap.SCOPE_BASE:
123 scope_str = ’ldap.SCOPE_BASE’
124 elif scope == ldap.SCOPE_ONELEVEL:
125 scope_str = ’ldap.SCOPE_ONELEVEL’
126 if host is not self.get_ldap_host() and
127 host is not self.get_directory_host():
128 raise Exception("Invalid host, must use either ldap host "+
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129 "or directory host")
130 log.debug("running paged search")
131 log.debug("host: "+host)
132 log.debug("who: "+who)
133 log.debug("base: "+search_base)
134 log.debug("filter: "+search_filter)
135 log.debug("attrs: "+str(attrs))
136 log.debug(’scope: ’+scope_str)
137 log.debug("page size: "+str(page_size))
138 try:
139 conn = ldap.initialize(host)
140 ldap.set_option( ldap.OPT_X_TLS_DEMAND, True )
141 #ldap.set_option( ldap.OPT_DEBUG_LEVEL, 255 )
142 ldap.set_option(ldap.OPT_X_TLS_REQUIRE_CERT,
143 ldap.OPT_X_TLS_NEVER)
144 lc = SimplePagedResultsControl( ldap.LDAP_CONTROL_PAGE_OID,
145 True, (page_size,’’))
146 if host is self.get_ldap_host():
147 result = conn.simple_bind_s(who,cred)
148 else:
149 result = conn.simple_bind_s()
150 result = []
151 msgid = conn.search_ext(search_base, scope, search_filter,
152 attrs, serverctrls=[lc])
153 pages = 0
154 while True:
155 pages = pages + 1
156 log.debug("getting page "+str(pages))
157 rtype, rdata, rmsgid, serverctrls = conn.result3(msgid)
158 log.debug("result count: "+str(len(rdata)))
159 result.extend(rdata)
160 pctrls = [c for c in serverctrls if c.controlType ==
161 ldap.LDAP_CONTROL_PAGE_OID ]
162 if pctrls:
163 est, cookie = pctrls[0].controlValue
164 if cookie:
165 lc.controlValue = (page_size, cookie)
166 msgid = conn.search_ext(search_base, scope, search_filter,
167 attrs, serverctrls=[lc])
168 else:
169 break
170 else:
171 log.warning("Warning: Server ignores RFC 2696 control.")
172 break
173 conn.unbind()
174 return result
175 except ldap.LDAPError, e:
176 import traceback
177 log.error("run_paged_search error:")
178 log.error(traceback.format_exc())
179 log.error(str(e))
180 try:
181 conn.unbind()
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182 except:
183 pass
184 return []
185
186 __instance = None
187
188 def __init__(self):
189 if LDAPRunner.__instance is None:
190 try:
191 host = config[’ldap_host’]
192 directory_host = config[’ldap_directory_host’]
193 who = config[’ldap_who’]
194 cred = config[’ldap_cred’]
195 except KeyError, e:
196 raise Exception("Must specify LDAP connection information "+
197 "in configuration file: "+str(e))
198 LDAPRunner.__instance = LDAPRunner.__impl(host, directory_host,
199 who, cred)
200 self.__dict__[’_Singleton__instance’] = LDAPRunner.__instance
201
202 def __getattr__(self, attr):
203 return getattr(self.__instance, attr)
204
205 def __setattr__(self, attr, value):
206 return setattr(self.__instance, attr, value)
Listing 3.17 shows the one example of the usage of the LDAPRunner
object. This particular piece of code is designed to set the distinguished
LDAP name of each student model object to the proper value based on
what is stored in the Active Directory. It first starts by querying a list
of netids of all students that are in the CoMoTo database. It then uses
the proper search base for the UIUC Active Directory to access student
accounts. Next, it creates the search filter using one of the facilities pro-
vided by the LDAPRunner object, in this case the orFilter. The way
that line 4 of the given code listing works is that it transforms a list of
netids in the form [("cemeyer1","cemeyer2","cemeyer3")] into
(|(cn=cemeyer1)(cn=cemeyer2)(cn=cemeyer3)) which is a valid
LDAP search filter which would return all records for students with com-
mon name (cn) of cemeyer1, cemeyer2, or cemeyer3. It then runs a paged
search only requesting the netid and distinguished name back as attributes
to retrieve and then updates each of the model objects with the proper dis-
tinguished name.
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Listing 3.17: The usage of the LDAP singleton object.
1 def set_student_dns():
2 netids = Session.query(Student.netid).all()
3 search_base = "OU=Campus Accounts,DC=ad,DC=uiuc,DC=edu"
4 search_filter = LDAPRunner().
5 orFilter(map(lambda tup: "cn="+str(tup[0]), netids))
6 attrs = [’sAMAccountName’, ’distinguishedName’]
7 result = LDAPRunner().run_paged_search(search_base, search_filter, attrs)
8 for (c, d) in result:
9 cn = None
10 if d.has_key("distinguishedName"):
11 cn = d[’distinguishedName’][0]
12 netid = None
13 if d.has_key(’sAMAccountName’):
14 netid = d[’sAMAccountName’][0]
15 if cn is not None and netid is not None:
16 student = Student.query.filter_by(netid=netid).first()
17 student.dn = cn
18 Session.commit()
3.4.3 Histograms
To help instructors better understand the distribution of match scores that
are computed by MOSS for a given analysis run, CoMoTo will output a his-
togram for each analysis that is run. An example of one of these histograms
can be seen in Figure 2.26. Listing 3.18 shows the source code in CoMoTo
which is used to generate the histograms. To actually do the computation
and generation of the histograms, we use the matplotlib [16] Python library.
It easily allows us to create these graphical views without having to reinvent
the wheel. First, the data is marshaled into its categories. From there, it
is fed into matplotlib using the proper function calls. When matplotlib is
finished, the image is saved to a temporary file on disk then read back into
the database for future use being displayed in the web application. There is
a lingering bug in this code which causes seemingly random exceptions to be
raised from within matplotlib. These exceptions are only seen when running
with newer versions of matplotlib, and for safety, it is suggested that any
callers of the generate histograms helper function wrap the call in a try/-
catch block to ensure that no problems arise from its execution which cause
a disruption to the end user.
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Listing 3.18: The helper function that generates histograms of match
scores.
1 def generate_histogram(assignment, title="Histogram"):
2 log.debug("generating histogram")
3 import matplotlib
4 matplotlib.use(’Agg’)
5 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
6 import matplotlib.colors as clrs
7 from mossweb.model.model import SolutionSubmission, StudentSubmission
8 ma = assignment.analysis.mossAnalysis
9 matches = ma.matches
10 l = []
11 solution_matches =
12 filter(lambda x: isinstance(x.submission1, SolutionSubmission)
13 or isinstance(x.submission2, SolutionSubmission),
14 matches)
15 cross_semester_matches =
16 filter(lambda x: isinstance(x.submission1, StudentSubmission)
17 and isinstance(x.submission2, StudentSubmission) and
18 x.submission1.offering.id != x.submission2.offering.id,
19 matches)
20 same_semester_matches =
21 filter(lambda x: isinstance(x.submission1, StudentSubmission)
22 and isinstance(x.submission2, StudentSubmission)
23 and x.submission1.offering.id == x.submission2.offering.id,
24 matches)
25 sol_data = []
26 for match in solution_matches:
27 sol_data.append(match.get_score())
28 same_data = []
29 for match in same_semester_matches:
30 same_data.append(match.get_score())
31 cross_data = []
32 for match in cross_semester_matches:
33 cross_data.append(match.get_score())
34 colors = []
35 l.append(same_data)
36 l.append(cross_data)
37 l.append(sol_data)
38 label = [’Same Semester’, ’Cross Semester’, ’Solution’]
39 plt.clf()
40 plt.cla()
41 plt.hist(l, bins=50, histtype=’barstacked’, label=label)
42 plt.legend(loc=’upper right’)
43 plt.ylabel(’number of matches’)
44 plt.xlabel(’match score’)
45 plt.title(’Histogram of match scores’)
46 plt.savefig(’/tmp/histogram.png’, transparent=True)
47 plt.close()
48 fp = open(’/tmp/histogram.png’)
49 data = fp.read()
50 fp.close()
51 os.remove(’/tmp/histogram.png’)
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52 i = Image(title=title, name="histogram",
53 imageData=data, filename=’histogram.png’,
54 type=’png’, owner_type="MossAnalysis",
55 owner_id=ma.id)
56 ma.images.append(i)
57 Session.commit()
3.4.4 SVN
One of the main motivating features to draw instructors and course staff to
start using CoMoTo is the integration of Subversion [8] as a means for di-
rectly importing student source code into the application. SVN is the main
version control system used at UIUC in the College of Engineering and many
courses use it as the back end storage and submission system for their stu-
dent’s programming assignments. In order to make SVN a means to directly
import into CoMoTo, I had to utilize a third-party Python library that could
interface directly with it. To that end, CoMoTo uses the pysvn [17] library
to provide all interactions with remote SVN repositories.
At UIUC, in the College of Engineering the SVN service is authenticated
against the University Active Directory [18] instance. The AD cluster at
UIUC automatically locks out an account after three or four failed login
attempts. While this is good for user protection, the pysvn library that Co-
MoTo uses is not natively sensitive to this. If invalid login credentials are
given to the library, it will continue to try to use them over and over until
the account locks out. To avoid this problem, CoMoTo first uses the code
shown in Listing 3.19 to attempt a single remote listing of a repository. If
this succeeds, the user is allowed to proceed with the SVN import on the
web interface. If it fails, then the user is notified in the web interface and
usually the user is able to correct it which will prevent the user from having
AD lock out their account.
Listing 3.19: The helper function that checks for proper SVN credentials.
1 def try_svn_login(username, password, url):
2 try_svn_login.attempts = 0
3
4 def ssl_server_trust_prompt( trust_dict ):
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5 return True, 1000, False
6
7 def get_login( realm, user, may_save ):
8 try_svn_login.attempts += 1
9 if try_svn_login.attempts > 1:
10 raise Exception("Invalid Login Credentials")
11 return True, username, password, False
12
13 try:
14 client = pysvn.Client()
15 client.set_auth_cache(False)
16 client.set_store_passwords(False)
17 client.set_interactive(False)
18 client.callback_get_login = get_login
19 client.callback_ssl_server_trust_prompt = ssl_server_trust_prompt
20 client.ls(url)
21 return True
22 except:
23 return False
Listing 3.20 shows the actual function that does the exporting of a remote
SVN repository. In order to make CoMoTo more efficient, this function is
threaded such that many concurrent requests are made to the remote SVN
server. This speeds up the overall time required to download from the re-
mote repository several fold. The main data structure used for marshaling
of data in the export is a custom queue as seen in Listing 3.21. A custom
queue was used because in Python 2.4, which is the version that is deployed
on the server running CoMoTo, the queue is not thread-safe. Later versions
of Python adopted code similar to this as the default queue implementation,
but to ensure Python 2.4 compatibility, we had to use our own. Once the
export from SVN is complete, the directory on disk is returned back up the
stack for other code to read it into the database and associate it with the
proper models.
Listing 3.20: The helper function that exports from a SVN repository.
1 def svn_export(svnroot, username, password, subdir, rev_time, special=False,
2 unique_id=""):
3 threadcount = 6
4 pool = TaskQueue()
5 export_total = -1
6 update_session(’import_status’,
7 "Started exporting "+svnroot+" for "+username+" with subdirectory "+
8 subdir,unique_id)
9 revision = pysvn.Revision( pysvn.opt_revision_kind.date,
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10 time.mktime(rev_time))
11 #notify helper
12 def notify( event_dict ):
13 log.debug("pySVN Notify: "+str(event_dict))
14 return
15 #helper function for ssl cert trust
16 def ssl_server_trust_prompt( trust_dict ):
17 return True, 1000, False
18 #helper function to login to svn
19 def get_login( realm, user, may_save ):
20 return True, username, password, False
21 #helper function to get a roster from svn
22 def get_roster(svnRoot, username, password,unique_id):
23 update_session(’import_status’, "Fetching roster from "+svnRoot+" for "+
24 username,unique_id)
25 client = pysvn.Client()
26 client.exception_style = 1
27 client.set_auth_cache(False)
28 client.set_store_passwords(False)
29 client.set_interactive(False)
30 client.callback_get_login = get_login
31 client.callback_ssl_server_trust_prompt = ssl_server_trust_prompt
32 client.callback_notify = notify
33 try:
34 pathsListing = [result[0].repos_path.replace(’/’, ’’)
35 for result in client.list(svnRoot, recurse=False)]
36 netids = filter(lambda x: not x.startswith(’_’) and len(x) > 0,
37 pathsListing)
38 return netids
39 except pysvn.ClientError, e:
40 # print the whole message
41 log.debug("ClientError: "+ str(e.args[0]))
42 log.debug("Details: "+str(e.args[1]))
43 raise e
44 #thread to export from svn
45 class ExportThread ( threading.Thread ):
46 def __init__(self, svnroot=None, subdir=None, username=None,
47 password=None, export_path=None, revision=None,
48 session=None, special=False,
49 unique_session_key_id=""):
50 threading.Thread.__init__(self)
51 self.svnroot = svnroot
52 self.subdir = subdir
53 self.username = username
54 self.password = password
55 self.export_path = export_path
56 self.revision = revision
57 self.session = session
58 self.unique_id = unique_session_key_id
59
60 def export(self, svnpath, username, password, destination):
61 client = pysvn.Client()
62 client.set_auth_cache(False)
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63 client.set_store_passwords(False)
64 client.set_interactive(False)
65 client.callback_get_login = get_login
66 client.callback_ssl_server_trust_prompt = ssl_server_trust_prompt
67 client.callback_notify = notify
68 try:
69 client.export(svnpath, destination, recurse=True,
70 revision=self.revision)
71 except pysvn.ClientError, e:
72 log.debug("Error exporting "+svnpath+" to "+destination+" for "+
73 username+": "+str(e))
74
75 def run(self):
76 if not special:
77 while not pool.empty():
78 student = pool.get()
79 svndir = svnroot+"/"+student+"/"+self.subdir
80 destination = self.export_path+os.sep+student+os.sep
81 os.mkdir(destination)
82 destination = destination+self.subdir
83 log.debug("Exporting "+svndir+" to "+destination+" for "+
84 self.username)
85 self.export(svndir, self.username, self.password, destination)
86 left = float(pool.qsize())
87 pct = 100 * ((export_total-left)/export_total)
88 pct = round(pct, 2)
89 self.session[’import_status’+self.unique_id] = "SVN import: "+
90 str(pct)+"% complete"
91 self.session.save()
92 self.session.persist()
93 pool.task_done()
94 else:
95 destination = self.export_path
96 log.debug("Special Exporting "+svnroot+" to "+destination+" for "+
97 self.username)
98 self.export(svnroot, self.username, self.password, destination)
99 log.debug("SVN export thread exiting")
100 #end helper functions/classes
101 roster = get_roster(svnroot, username, password,unique_id)
102 export_total = float(len(roster))
103 for student in roster:
104 pool.put(student)
105 tempdir = mkdtemp()
106 update_session(’import_status’,
107 "SVN import: initializing threads and starting export",
108 unique_id)
109 if not special:
110 for i in range(threadcount):
111 ExportThread(svnroot, subdir, username, password, tempdir,revision,
112 session._current_obj(), special, unique_id).start()
113 pool.join()
114 else:
115 rmtree(tempdir)
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116 thread = ExportThread(svnroot, "", username, password, tempdir, revision,
117 session._current_obj(), special, unique_id)
118 thread.start()
119 thread.join()
120 update_session(’import_status’,
121 "Export of "+svnroot+" with subdirectory "+subdir+
122 " to "+tempdir+" for "+username+" complete",
123 unique_id)
124 return tempdir
Listing 3.21: The thread-safe queue used in CoMoTo.
1 import threading
2 from Queue import Queue
3
4 #http://code.activestate.com/recipes/475160/
5 #modified 6 oct 2010 by charlie meyer to avoid nasty inheritance bug
6 #with new versions of python
7 class TaskQueue(Queue):
8
9 def __init__(self):
10 Queue.__init__(self)
11 self.all_tasks_done = threading.Condition(self.mutex)
12 self.tq_unfinished_tasks = 0
13
14 def _put(self, item):
15 Queue._put(self, item)
16 self.tq_unfinished_tasks += 1
17
18 def task_done(self):
19 """Indicate that a formerly enqueued task is complete.
20
21 Used by Queue consumer threads. For each get() used to fetch a task,
22 a subsequent call to task_done() tells the queue that the processing
23 on the task is complete.
24
25 If a join() is currently blocking, it will resume when all items
26 have been processed (meaning that a task_done() call was received
27 for every item that had been put() into the queue).
28
29 Raises a ValueError if called more times than there were items
30 placed in the queue.
31 """
32 self.all_tasks_done.acquire()
33 try:
34 unfinished = self.tq_unfinished_tasks - 1
35 if unfinished <= 0:
36 if unfinished < 0:
37 raise ValueError(’task_done() called too many times’)
38 self.all_tasks_done.notifyAll()
39 self.tq_unfinished_tasks = unfinished
40 finally:
41 self.all_tasks_done.release()
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42
43 def join(self):
44 """Blocks until all items in the Queue have been gotten and processed.
45
46 The count of unfinished tasks goes up whenever an item is added to the
47 queue. The count goes down whenever a consumer thread calls task_done()
48 to indicate the item was retrieved and all work on it is complete.
49
50 When the count of unfinished tasks drops to zero, join() unblocks.
51 """
52 self.all_tasks_done.acquire()
53 try:
54 while self.tq_unfinished_tasks:
55 self.all_tasks_done.wait()
56 finally:
57 self.all_tasks_done.release()
3.4.5 Photographs
Through forging an agreement with the College of Engineering at UIUC,
CoMoTo has access to photographs of students. These are taken from the
University’s iCard office, and are the same photographs that appear on stu-
dent’s identification cards. The process of accessing these photographs is not
a straightforward process. To access photos, I have implemented a combina-
tion of a controller action with an associated helper function. The snippet
of the Image controller which handles student photograph retrieval can be
seen in Listing 3.22. It allows for access to the student photographs using a
simple URL which returns a JPEG formatted image of the format
https://comoto.cs.illinois.edu/comoto
/image/icard/cemeyer2. The controller is keyed off of the netid of the
student, which can be seen as the id parameter in Listing 3.22. The first
action the controller takes is to retrieve the Student model object correspond-
ing to the netid that was passed as the parameter. From there, it sets the
return content type as image/jpeg so that a web browser that reads the
response will know to render the response data as an image. From there, it
returns image data using the helper function.
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Listing 3.22: The controller code to access icard photos.
1 def icard(self, id):
2 student = h.get_object_or_404(Student, netid=id)
3 response.content_type = "image/jpeg"
4 return h.get_icard_photo(student)
The helper function can be seen in Listing 3.23. The helper function was
extracted from the controller code not only to have skinny controllers, but
also to allow for having student photos accessible in other parts of the appli-
cation if needed in the future. The helper function takes a single parameter of
type mossweb.model.model.Student and returns literal byte data of a
JPEG image data. The first thing that it does is to check if the current user
has access to the Student object parameter as discussed in Section 3.4.1.
The helper then makes a request to read a key from a web service given to
us by the College of Engineering. This web service is only accessible from
the server that CoMoTo is running on. The key that is retrieved is then used
as a parameter to the next request that is made to the same web service to
download the image data. This data is only currently available for students
that have been at any given time enrolled in a course in the Department of
Computer Science, but this can be expanded to other departments at the
University if CoMoTo use becomes more widespread. The rest of the helper
function is dedicated to storing the downloaded image in the database if it
does not exist, loading the image from the database if it was not downloaded
properly, and if no image is available, returning an image like the one in
Figure 3.1.
Listing 3.23: The helper function code to access icard photos.
1 def get_icard_photo(student):
2 check_student_access(student)
3 fp = urllib2.urlopen(’https://my.engr.illinois.edu/tools/’ \
4 ’viewphoto.asp?action=request_key’)
5 key = fp.read()
6 fp = urllib2.urlopen(’https://my.engr.illinois.edu/tools/’ \
7 ’viewphoto.asp?id=’+student.netid+
8 ’&key=’+key)
9 photo = fp.read()
10 if len(photo) > 0:
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11 images = Image.query.filter_by(owner_id=student.id).
12 filter_by(owner_type="Student").all()
13 found = False
14 for image in images:
15 if image.imageData == photo:
16 found = True
17 if not found:
18 i = Image(title="I-Card Photo", name="icardphoto",
19 imageData=photo,
20 filename=student.netid+’-icard.jpg’,
21 type=’jpg’, owner_type="Student",
22 owner_id=student.id)
23 Session.commit()
24 return photo
25 else:
26 image = Image.query.filter_by(owner_id=student.id).
27 filter_by(owner_type="Student").
28 order_by("id DESC").first()
29 if image is not None:
30 return image.imageData
31 cwd = os.getcwd()
32 fp = open(os.path.join(cwd, "mossweb", "public",
33 "NA.jpg"))
34 photo = fp.read()
35 fp.close()
36 return photo
Figure 3.1: The image shown when no student photo is available.
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3.5 Analysis Engine Modifications
For work on CoMoTo, we had to make changes to two different analysis en-
gines to accomplish our goals. These changes still have not been completely
integrated into CoMoTo yet, but are on the road map for future work. There
was one major modification and one entirely new client written for CoMoTo.
3.5.1 MOSS JSON
When the initial version of CoMoTo was released, we wrapped it around
the MOSS analysis engine. MOSS natively only produces formatted HTML
output which is fine for the way that MOSS is usually used. But for CoMoTo,
it was not the easiest format to work with. Initially, we wrote our MOSS
analysis code using the BeautifulSoup [19] Python package. We realized
after several iterations of the software that a more programmatic method
was needed to parse the MOSS output, especially considering the future
work that will be discussed in Chapter 4. To that end, the CoMoTo team
decided to modify the front end to MOSS to produce an output that would be
easily machine parsable. Since CoMoTo has a standalone license to MOSS,
we had access to some of the source code. The standalone version of MOSS
is structured in two main parts:
• Front end
This component is a Perl script that takes user input from the command
line, does some pre-processing of the data, and post-processing and
formatting of the results.
• Back end
The back end is a compiled executable to which the CoMoTo team did
not have source code. It takes the input from the front end and does
the actual computation of the results and passed them back to the front
end to be output back to the user.
We analyzed the front end of MOSS, which we could change, and deter-
mined it would be possible to add an additional output. When deciding on
a format, JSON seemed to be the a natural fit for a few reasons:
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• JSON is built into the standard Python distribution.
• JSON data neatly parses into standard Python data structures, such
as lists and dictionaries.
We proceeded to modify the source code of the front end of MOSS to
produce JSON output, in the basic format of Listing 3.24. This format is
easily machine parsable and much more efficient versus the old HTML parsing
that is currently in use. We plan to integrate it shortly into the production
copy of CoMoto.
Listing 3.24: Moss JSON output.
1 {
2 matches: [
3 {
4 score1: A,
5 score2: B,
6 chunks: [{
7 startLine1: C,
8 endLine1: D,
9 code1: "src code here",
10 startLine2: E,
11 endLine2: F,
12 code2: "src code here"
13 },{
14 startLine1: G,
15 endLine1: H,
16 code1: "src code here",
17 startLine2: I,
18 endLine2: J,
19 code2: "src code here"
20 },]
21 },{
22 score1: K,
23 score2: L,
24 chunks: [{
25 startLine1: M,
26 endLine1: N,
27 code1: "src code here",
28 startLine2: O,
29 endLine2: P,
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30 code2: "src code here"
31 },{
32 startLine1: Q,
33 endLine1: R,
34 code1: "src code here",
35 startLine2: S,
36 endLine2: T,
37 code2: "src code here"
38 },]
39 },]
40 }
3.5.2 JPlag Client
In the future I plan to add the JPlag analysis engine to CoMoTo as another
means to compute matches. To aid in this, we may be able to do some com-
parisons between the engines and rate their relative effectiveness on differing
groupings of files using various languages. JPlag currently offers a graphical
client to perform analysis. I realized early on that if we wanted to integrate
JPlag into CoMoTo, we would need a command line client to act as the front
end into the JPlag web service. To accomplish this, I utilized the open API
that JPlag has published and wrote a command line based client that inter-
acts with the JPlag service. The basic options of the custom UIUC JPlag
client can be seen in Listing 3.25.
Listing 3.25: The options available for the JPlag client.
chuck@sepang:˜/IdeaProjects/JPlagClient/build/dist$ ./jplag
UIUC JPlag Client
Developed for the CoMoTo project by Charlie Meyer <cemeyer2@illinois.edu>
Copyright (c) 2011-2012 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. All rights reserved.
Valid Options:
-u <username> --user <username>
Sets the username. Default: from configuration file
-p <password> --pass <password>
Sets the password. Default: from configuration file
-l <language> --language <language>
Sets the programming language.
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Use -l ? or --language ? for supported and default languages.
-s <dir> --source <dir>
Sets the directory where source code is located. Default is cwd.
--subdirs
Recursively scan subdirectories as well for source code files.
Default is disabled.
-e <extensions> --extensions <extensions>
A comma separated list of file name extensions to include.
Default is language specific.
-t <n> --tokens <n>
Sets the minimum match length in tokens.
A smaller value increases the sensitivity of the comparison.
-m <matches> --matches <matches>
Sets the number of matches to return. If a number is specified, that many
matches will be returned. If a number followed by % is specified,
matches greater than that similarity % will be returned. Default: 20
-b <dir> --base <dir>
Sets the directory for base code (typically instructor supplied files)
-d <dir> --destination <dir>
Sets the destination for output. Default cwd/results/
--title <title>
Sets the title for the outputted report.
--locale <language>
Sets the language the the output will be written in.
Use --locale ? for a list of supported languages and default.
-a --anonymize
Strips all netids out of source code files. This can be a lengthy process.
Default: disabled.
-c <type> --cluster <type>
Sets the cluster type. May be one of none, min, avr, or max.
Default: none.
-h -? --help --?
This text.
The languages that JPlag supports is slightly different and reduced from
that of MOSS. The languages supported can be seen in Listing 3.26.
Listing 3.26: The languages the UIUC JPlag client supports.
Available languages:
- "java12" (default language)
default minimum match length = 9
default suffixes: .java,.jav,.JAVA,.JAV
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- "java15"
default minimum match length = 8
default suffixes: .java,.jav,.JAVA,.JAV
- "java15dm"
default minimum match length = 8
default suffixes: .java,.jav,.JAVA,.JAV
- "scheme"
default minimum match length = 13
default suffixes: .scm,.SCM
- "c/c++"
default minimum match length = 12
default suffixes: .cpp,.CPP,.c++,.C++,.c,.C,.h,.H,.hpp,.HPP
- "text"
default minimum match length = 5
default suffixes: .txt,.TXT,.asc,.ASC,.tex,.TEX
- "char"
default minimum match length = 10
default suffixes: .txt,.TXT,.asc,.ASC,.tex,.TEX
- "c#-1.2"
default minimum match length = 8
default suffixes: .cs,.CS
In addition, the client supports a variety of locales. These are:
• en US English
• de German
• fr French
• es Spanish (Castilian)
The JPlag client is written in Java using the open API that the JPlag
authors provide. This allows it to be cross-platform and work on any target
that supports Java 1.5 or higher. The task of integrating JPlag into CoMoTo
is currently on the road map for future work. We need to overcome a few
hurdles though before it can take place. First off, a new wrapper will need
to be written including the code that runs the engine and parses its output.
In addition, JPlag is not offered as a standalone service, but rather as a re-
mote web service. This means that all analysis of source code is done on a
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remote machine outside of the local CoMoTo install. This raises potential
FERPA concerns as student work would be sent outside of the university for
a third-party to do analysis on.
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CHAPTER 4
FUTURE WORK & CONCLUSIONS
4.1 Conclusions
CoMoTo has been shown to be an extremely useful tools for both instructors,
course staff members, as well as for researchers. CoMoTo is now tried and
tested enough to be deployed broadly, and to be made available to others
who may find it useful. It has already been used in a variety of computer
science courses at UIUC and has been shown to be extremely effective in
detecting academic dishonesty. There has been feedback from a variety of
users that validates the effort put into CoMoTo and constantly encourages
innovation and expansion.
4.2 Future Work
As CoMoTo will continue to evolve, a number of new features are planned
to be added and we have several research questions that we are looking to
answer. First off, we would like to introduce JPlag as a new analysis engine
that can be used in running analyses in CoMoTo. We would also like to do a
comparsion of MOSS and JPlag to see how their results compare and the rel-
ative efficiencies and benefits of both. Second, the JSON output from MOSS
still needs to be completely integrated. When this is complete, we would like
to start completing chunk-wise analysis. That is, see how particular chunks
of source code compare to each other. Lastly, we would like to investigate the
potential of having comparisons of student source code to public repositories
on the Internet, such as paste bins and code hosting websites.
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Our next research objective is to prescribe an experimental methodology
that employs CoMoTo to answer questions about student collaboration pat-
terns with statistical reliability and validity. To do this we intend 1) to
consult with statisticians so we understand the inferences we can reasonably
make, and 2) to incorporate measures of student performance into the tool
so we can measure the effectiveness of different collaboration models. Once
the methodology is established, we will be in a position to pose and answer
a host of questions about student code development and collaboration prac-
tices.
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